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Build up Instructions

Lofoten 1 & 2 ULW



Spread out the tent. Ensure the door is closed. Do not insert pegs yet.  
Then thread the main pole through the color coded sleeve.

Then insert and snap the one end into the ball end cap. Then from opposite 
side, apply pressure and by pulling flysheet as well as pushing the pole, erect 
pole into arch shape and snap secure into other ball end cap. 
You can still leave it laying down on ground.

Now insert 2 pegs at head end and anchor that to ground and then  
from foot end insert short footend pole into inner fly sleeve by  
slightly reversing end of fly and then snap into ball end cap at  
ground.

We strongly recommend you to obtain and use the  
Lofoten footprint (item 107156), as this will protect 
and increase life time of the Lofoten inner ground  
sheet. The footprint should be setup first. 

Note that peg points of the footprint matches  
the Lofoten as well.  See the separate  
build up instructions for the foot print.



Apply tension by pulling the foot end. Raise the footend pole to a 90 degree 
position.

Secure center line by pulling back and down and secure and anchor through 
the guy line attached alu-ring with a peg.

Secure corners by applying medium force and anchor with pegs in each corner.

You can now fine tune the setup by further adjusting the peg positions and the 
desired tension.

Then go to the main pole and lift slightly from the top part to allow the 2 ends 
of the pole to hover and lower them again into their natural position.

Final round to get your setup to perfection you can adjust the 5 peg points 
again. For more secure setup you can add 2 pegs at the  
pole end peg points.



From the bonus pack you will find a 4 segment pole.  This serves as a support  
to the tarp-door function.

Before you start, unwind one of the 3 guy lines in the bonus pack and prepare  
it for a peg point. You need an extra peg as well.

Open the zipper and thereby the door. In the outer corner you attach the  
guyrope first.

Then under the front corner you find a fabricated pole sleeve. Insert the pole 
either end and raise to 90 degree and pull the guy line to desired peg point.
Insert peg and adjust the line slider to desired tension  
and peg location.



Lofoten Bonus pack includes:

5 pcs. Nordisk Triple Twister pegs

3 x 150 cm Dyneema guy rope  
Ø 1.2 mm incl. Nordisk cord  
stopper

loops for inner tent stand alone   
to attach to foot-end pole

hook and slider for attaching   
1-man inner tent from ground  
to pole

1 pole repair tube

5 pcs. Nordisk silicone 0-rings   
(NFSS)

3 spare O-rings for Lofoten 1   
ground adjustment slider

2 pcs. of repair webbing with   
pole end cap

1 pcs. 4-segment door-tarp pole 

You can setup Lofoten without the bonus pack. Nothing from here is required 
to use the Lofoten as it is designed and intended.

The bonus pack is created to offer you extra security, comfort, features  
and stability.

Here are points of usage for most of the bonus pack contents:



Lofoten Inner tent stand-alone (1 person)   
 
In case you frequently and swiftly wish to have detach/attach options, you can use the 
Nordisk mini hooks to affix on the inner tent and use  
as a faster attachment way.

These are available from your dealer (item 119073)  
and even comes with extra silicone rings.

   

Lofoten Inner tent stand-alone (2 persons) 

Detach the knot and thereby  
fly sheet from inner tent.

Thread main pole through the  
custom made remaining loops.

You can use the extra ball end cap, 
but can also setup without as the 
pole end will hold the line loop.

Extender from bonus pack to attach 
from the inner tent ground o-ring 
to either peg or pole end natural 

position.

Detach the knot and thereby  
fly sheet from inner tent.

Thread main pole through the  
custom made remaining loops.

You can use the extra ball end cap, 
but can also setup without as the 
pole end will hold the line loop.



Before you found this instruction, - we are sure that you unpacked your tent 
completely. 

So first there was the master / external pack sack, then there was yet another 
packsack, with a tension webbing around it. That serves a few purposes. Firstly 
it serves as a packsack option (fold inside / fold outside) and allows you to 
travel without the external packsack if you wish. 

It also serves as a pocket, and is attached (by a zipper) to the inside of the 
inner tent ! It also contains 2 mesh pockets for the 2- pole set and the  
minimalistic pegs. We call them tooth pegs. 

Did you notice the 2 snap buttons ?

These allow you to once setup and inside, then fold half the pocket back and 
snap click in place so it sits well and fine and not oversized and does not get 
stuck under your mat. 

If you don’t want the whole thing, just unzip and use the external packsack.  
Or none !

External 
Packsack

Packsac/
pocket

Pocket
Inner tent



Lofoten 1 and 2 are available in colours Forest green and Burnt red.
Here shown with the Lofoten 1 inner tent...
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